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Modern shield tunneling in the view of geotechnical engineering: A reappraisal 

of experiences

Tunnelage de rempart moderne en rapport avec I’ingenierie geotechnique

Sandor Jancsecz -  Wayss & FreytagAG, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

ABSRACT: The success o f EPB and Slurry Shield Tunnelling is strongly influenced by the main soil characteristics o f such as, physical, 

shear and deformation parameters. In interaction with these parameters there are some special conditions which could have further 

dominant influences on the shield tunnelling : cover - diameter relationship , water pressure, presence of boulders etc. An attempt will be 

made here to demonstrate several connections between above mentioned factors and tunnelling experience.

Some well known tunnelling projects are briefly analysed and compared. Sites at StClair River ( USA/Canada ), London ( Jubilee Line 

C. 110 ) and difficult recent tunnelling in Hamburg, 4th Tube of the Elbtunnel, will be described.

Selected aspects o f the descriptions are : applicability o f the shield machine, the stability o f the tunnelling face, safety against blow out. 

Methods o f face stability analysis are discussed here for different types o f soils on the basis o f a three dimensional limit equilibrium

1. DECISION ON THE APPLICABILITY OF TUNNELLING 

SHIELD METHODS.

In the decision making processes sometimes very strong simpli

fications are made concerning the choice o f the right shield type. 

Some recommendations prefer to use solely the grain size distri

bution for the shield classification. Although no scientifically 

verified number o f required parameters for the right choice has 

been established, experience shows that, for example, in soft 

cohesive soil much additional information is necessary, such as 

Atterberg Limits, natural water content and undrained shear 

strength etc. A more sensitive classification for the shield appli

cability has been proposed lately by Steiner ( 1996 ).

GRAIN SIZE [ nun ]

GRAIN SIZE [ mm ]

Figure 1. Applicability ranges for shields a.) above and b.) below 

ground water table according to Steiner ( 1996 ).

Even these sophisticated diagrams permit only a limited interpre

tation. Since there is no direct possibility o f taking at least one 

more important soil parameter, such as the shear strength o f the 

soil, into consideration. According to experience the choice of 

the

NATURAL WATER CONTENT w %

Figure 2. Comparison o f the undrained cohesion between till, 

marly ( both calcareous ) and clayey soils.

LIQUID LIMIT U. [ X ]

Figure 3. Atterberg Limits for Berlin U-8, Lot D79 and Great 

Belt.
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right shield type could become very difficult if  the soil is „ ce

mented “ by a component such as calcium carbonate. These soils 

are often found in geological formations of glacial origin. It is 

not only useful but obligatory to determinate and interpret the 

shear strength of the soil in different ways. Soils like the Till in 

Berlin ( a sandy s i l t ) or the Great Belt Marl can namely have an 

uppropiate grain size distribution and plasticity but do not have 

adequate strength for EPB tunnelling. High calcium carbonate 

content leads to relatively high unconfined shear strength. The 

complete filling o f the cutting chamber and plastifying o f the soil 

will be almost impossible. Face support could be insufficient, 

cutting torque will be increased and soil transport through the 

screw conveyor will be more difficult.

1.1 StClair River Tunnel

One of the best example for a consequently made decision in the 

last years may be is the StClair River Tunnel between the Prov

ince of Ontario in Canada and the Stale o f Michigan in the USA.
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Figure 6. Soil consistency versus undrained shear strength. Ideal 

zones for EPB tunnelling.
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Figure 4. StClair R iver Tunnel, geological longitudinal section.

The tunnelling has been described in detail elsewhere: Anheuser 

( 1995 ). Having considered all the collected experiences the 

StClair Till ( Gray Clay ) can be called a standard or reference 

soil for an almost ideal EPB tunnelling. As shown in Figure 5. 

this soil is a slightly sandy, silty clay between ML and CH mainly 

CL according to USCS.

LIQUID LIMIT LL%

Figure 5. StClair R iver soil data

According to the experiences, it can be proposed to use the con

sistency versus undrained strength beside the grain size distribu

tion as a additional shield classification element. Figure 6. dem

onstrates the area o f the ideal shear strength ( identical with 

StClair zones ) which could be understood as optimal shear 

strength for good EPB tunnelling: s„ me™ = 40 - 80 kPa = soft to 

stiff consistency.

Even if the soil matrix itself seems to be appropiate for EPB 

tunnelling, occurence of blocks and boulders, occurence of gas or 

the adhesive character o f the soil would not allow to use all ad

vantages o f an EPB machine. A comprehensive analysis of dif

ferent factors has been given by Becker ( 1995 ).

1.2 Jubilee Line Extension: Contract 110

The Joint Venture JLE 110 has selected two EPB shields to ex

cavate the 2.5 km of twin tube running tunnel. The Lovat EPB

Figure 7. Geological longitudinal section o f C 107 and C 110

system has been chosen because of its ability to convert from 

closed EPB mode to the faster non-pressurised open mode when 

necessary. In the open mode muck was transported from the ex

cavation chamber by a belt conveyor extending through the bulk

head port.

The tunnelling in the London Clay was expected to be more 

problematic as it really was. There were no pockets embedded in 

the clay stratum. Thus no extra support and control was needed. 

Even in Woolwich & Reading Beds as in the dewatered Thanet 

Sands no problems with face support were encountered. Figure 8. 

shows the characteristic classification parameter and the relevant 

undrained shear strength.

Among other aspects it was quite spectacular to drive the tunnel 

under the existing 100 year old Blackwall Road Tunnel without 

any settlement due to face support but with max. 8 mm heave 

due to grouting the shield annulus.

A simple kinematically admissible collapse mechanism has been 

used for the face stability analysis according to Figure 10.. It may 

be surprising that the Stability Ratio ( N ) directly results from 

this analytical solution.

The Stability Ratio has first been defined by Broms and Benne- 

mark ( 1967 ) as a relation between the overburden pressure and 

undrained shear strength o f the soil. The critical Stability Ratio 

was experimentally provedconstant NBB = 6. The Stability Ratio 

is, in state o f limit equilibrium, a critical ratio for total collapse 

of the face. The stability Factor which is determined by the exist

ing overburden pressure in the tunnelling axis reduced by the 

face supporting pressure, is the actual existing Stability Factor.
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a. )

b .)
LIQUID LIMIT LLV.

Natural Water Content [ %  ]

Figure 8. a.) Stratigraphy of the Woolwich and Reading Beds, 

Atterberg Limits o f the main strata, b.) Undrained shear strength 

versus natural water content

a - ) b .)

Figure 9. a.) Undercrossing of the Blackwall Road Tunnel in 

London, b.) Heave o f the bottom line of Blackwall Tunnel due to 

driving JLE 110

a.) b.)

in the world - with an external diameter o f D = 14,20 m will be 

used, but other project parameters like very small cover t < lxD, 

high water pressure ( max. 4,8 bar ), difficult glacial geology 

with boulders are also extreme at this site. The geotechnical 

longitudinal section as well as design relevant locations, river 

water and ground - water levels are shown in Figure 11.. Histori

cal description of the earlier Elbe Crossings and more details on 

the todays design o f the 4th Tube have been published elsewhere: 

Zell & Bielecki ( 1993 ) and Bielecki ( 1997 ).

Because no extra fill and no long - lasting soil improvement in 

the shipping route were allowed, it was decided to use the 

method o f vibroflotation by making use o f deep vibrators. Under 

the South Bank there were loose sands which were filled up 

during the construction of The New Elbe Tunnel between 1968 

and 1975. Under the River there are in some area loose or weak 

muddy soils which have to be exchanged completely. The sandy 

soil will be compacted again with vibroflotation. By the time of 

writing this publication the compaction under the South Bank has 

almost completely been carried out with very good results, as 

Cone Penetration Tests have been proved. This means, that the 

qualified boundary conditions of the support pressure calculation: 

<I> = 35 deg and y‘ = 11 kN/m3 are fulfilled everywhere under the 

South Bank.

2. 1 Limits o f  the face support pressures

One o f the most difficult problems for the slurry - shield tunnel

ling will be the face support. One one hand series o f analytical 

failure mechanism analysis showed that no compressed - air - 

support is possible without high blow-out risk under the South 

Bank and the River. On the other hand the possible or required 

slurry pressure is also limited because o f the danger o f hydraulic 

upheaval or slurry blow-out, especially in sections where the 

cover is less than lxD. Figure 12. shows the situation in a section 

under the river for the determination of critical cover.

Taking into consideration that the Factor o f Safety for Face Sta

bility is given with :

S

^ Fs — "c \Tr ^ )Et ie + W r|w

where :

S - Supporting Force in kPa 

E - Earth Pressure in kPa 

W - Water Pressure in kPa

t | e  - Partial Factor o f Safety against Earth Pressure > 1,5-1,75 

t)w - Partial Factor of Safety against Water Pressure = 1,05

the required support pressure S is determinable everytime and in 

all sections. A second Factor o f Safety is necessary to define the 

slurry blow -out:

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

2. 4“ TUBE OF THE ELBE - TUNNEL IN HAMBURG

Nowadays one of the greatest challenge for the German tunnel

ling industry is the planning and construction of the 4111 Tube of 

the Elbe - Tunnel. Not only the biggest slurry shield - ever built

t Isb - '
vertical load -1- water pressure in the crown 

support pressure in the crown

Îsb -  ‘
t ( Y- Yw)  + (tw -  D)Yw

- > 1,1 (2)
t(y -  y w )K„  + (t„ -  D)y „ + Ap0 

where

KA3 - Three - Dimensional Earth Pressure Coefficient 

Apr - Pressure Difference in Crown

^Po = Po(t7e — 1>5-1,75;t]w = 1,05)- p 0(t7e ~ — 1) (3)

This additional pressure is required to ensure a certain safety 

against face collapse ( r|E = 1; r|w = 1 ).

From (2) is easy to deduce a critical cover ( without sucking ef

fect o f a sh ip ):

=

l,lAp„ + 0,1 x (tw -  D)yw 

( Y - Y . X I - U x K * , )
(4)
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Figure 11. 4th Tube of The Elbe - Tunnel . Geotechnical longitudinal section
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Figure 12. Face support with slurry under The River

Relation between the Safety Factors

Figure 13. Evaluating the allowed and required support pressure 

in the crown.

validity o f our analytical model to calculate face support. For this 

purpose three different sections o f the alignment were examined. 

Each numerical model had to simulate three different stages of 

face support: Slurry Support, Compressed Air and Slurry Support 

and Compressed Air Support.

The modelling sequence was started for each face supporting 

mode with a support pressure ensuring face stability. Afterwards 

the support pressure was stepwise diminished until the tunnel 

face failed. We present here the results o f one modelled section 

in granular non cohesive soils. The Mohr - Coulomb failure cri

terion was applied to model the mechanical behaviour o f soil in 

plastified condition. The effects o f groundwater were taken into 

account by the concept o f effective stresses. The initial stress 

field has been computed with a given lateral earth pressure coef

ficient Ko = 0.5. Several parametric studies have been performed 

to analyse the mechanical influence of the tunnel boring machine 

and the concrete lining rings. The results showed that face stabil

ity is unaffected by the mechanical behaviour o f the tunnel and 

the tunnel boring machine (TBM). This remains valid as long as 

the relative contrast o f ‘stiffness’ between soil and tunnel (TBM 

and concrete lining) is considerably high.

2.2.1 Characteristics o f  FLAG30

(Fast Lagrangian Analysis o f  Continua in Three Dimensions J

FIac3D ( Itasca 1996 ) is a three dimensional explicit finite differ

ence program. It has been specially designed for geotechnical 

engineering problems. The program uses the explicit, Lagran

gian, calculation scheme and the mixed discretization zoning 

technique, which ensure to accurately model plastic collapse and 

flow, that leads to large grid distortions. The program applies the 

full dynamic equations of motion. The timestep used in the pro

gram must therefore not exceed a critical value related to the 

minimum eigenperiod o f the total system. In other words the 

timestep for soils must be smaller than the p-wave velocities. The 

often desired static solutions are obtained by automatic damping. 

FLAC3D employs damping by reducing the kinetic energy of the 

system, which does not influence the mode o f failure.

2.3 Results

After some computing work the results for a control section with 

minimal cover and with maximal water pressure are summarised 

in Figure 13. The basic equations of a three - dimensional, ana

lytical face support analysis and their principal solutions were 

published by Jancsecz ( 1991) and Jancsecz & Steiner ( 1994 ).

2.2 Method o f  numeric analysis

FLAC3D numeric computer program has been used to verify the

2.3. J. Slurry Support

The tunnel face is uniformly tilting over an imaginary ‘pivot’ 

near the invert towards the tunnel. A sharply distinct shear band 

( localisation of deformations ) rises from the tunnel crown to the 

surface forming a cylindrical area o f failure. Ahead o f the tunnel 

face soil failed within a wedge type form. ( Figure 14. ). The 

complete failing body of soil resembles strongly the observed 

holes after face collapse.
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Figure 14. Contour plot o f displacement magnitudes
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failing soil body is quite the same as it is for the previously de

scribed supporting mode ( see Figure 15.).

2.3.3. Compressed A ir Support

This supporting mode produces an initial failure at the tunnel 

invert (Figure 15. ). Because air pressure is constant over the 

tunnelling face failure can only occur at the bottom, where hori

zontal stress o f water and soil firstly exceeds air pressure ( itera

tive calculation of the critical air pressure ). The safe air pressure 

is usually adjusted to the expected horizontal water and earth 

stress at the invert. The excess o f support pressure in the upper 

half o f the tunnel face induces displacements towards the soil 

ahead of the tunnel. The rotation o f tunnel face is opposite to the 

face displacements described for the slurry mode. The ‘pivot’ of 

the rotative movement moves upwards to the crown as air pres

sure is diminished.

Figure 16. depicts the failing body in the beginning state. It is 

obvious that failure started at the tunnel invert. The form o f shear 

bands reveal the progressive momentum of face collapse. If this 

simulation could have been run any longer, a similar failing body 

as shown in Figures 14. or 15. could have been observed.

After consequent analysis o f the geotechnical, face support and 

process engineering conditions a new shield type was developed. 

The tunnelling shield is still the well known slurry shield built by 

Herrenknecht Ltd., but with some remarkable solutions in detail:

• Changing the wom cutting tools is possible without using 

compressed air face support.

• Continuos seismic remote sensing of boulders, blocks and 

changing of layers is planned during the whole tunnelling 

drive.

• For an extraordinary, exceptional case - where entering the 

cutting chamber will be indispensable - injection o f a special 

mixture with plastic to stiff consistency will be carried out 

between the closed cutting wheel and the soil face.This in

jected wall should seal the whole surface and like a pressure 

transmitting element making a limited compressed air pres

sure face support possible.

• Guillotine - lock for closing the opening in the separation 

bulkhead. By using this construction it is possible to support 

the face with slurry and contribute to repairing works under 

atmospheric condition behind the separation bulkhead at the 

same time.

• If necessary, grouting columns can be carried out in form of a 

protecting roof over the tunnelling face in longitudinal direc

tion, boring the holes from inside the shield.
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Figure 16. Contour plot o f displacement magnitudes - Com

pressed Air Support

Table 1. Comparison of the results o f numerical and analytical 

calculations.

Calcul.

Method

Cover in 

m

Water o. 

invert m

Slurry

Sup.

Slurry + 

Air Sup.

Air Sup.

FLAC3D t= 10,69 U=43,7 380 kPa 370 kPa 420 kPa

Analytic. t= 10,69 Z* II U> "'•
J

393 kPa 378 kPa 437 kPa

2.3.2. Compressed Air and Slurry Support

The deformation of tunnel face is very similar to the above de

scribed behaviour. Again, all gridpoints were displaced towards 

lhe tunnel. The movement o f tunnel face strongly resembles the 

mode o f support. The upper half is nearly held in place compared 

to the ower half o f the face. The displacement magnitudes di

rectly reflect the collapse mechanism. The general shape of the
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